When You Reach Me Ammigo
Getting the books When You Reach Me Ammigo now is not type of inspiring means. You could not single-handedly going taking into consideration
book accrual or library or borrowing from your links to entrance them. This is an agreed simple means to specifically acquire guide by on-line. This
online declaration When You Reach Me Ammigo can be one of the options to accompany you in imitation of having supplementary time.
It will not waste your time. recognize me, the e-book will definitely announce you other matter to read. Just invest tiny get older to log on this on-line
broadcast When You Reach Me Ammigo as well as review them wherever you are now.

got the heart of the daughter that Nickki and Grandma Ruth prayed day
and night for her life to be different. Penny has more than her share of
pain as her friends, one by one, are being brutally murdered. Kwame can
only strive to be strong for his family and not get caught up in the streets
of Detroit with his childhood friends.
Adventures of Space Cadets 101: Back At It On Two Fronts - Darryl D.
Wright 2015-02-24
This 253 page E-Book of 95,000 words is the fourth book in a series
about a wealthy family of the future. The Houstons adventure into space
where they take on space pirates and many kinds of aliens. As technology
advances, so do their ships until they pilot the most advanced ship in the
universe. The risks, thrills and challenges of space exploration are many
and diverse - even to the point of occasionally having to struggle against
Earth Defense Forces. Titles in this series: 1. Adventures of Space Cadets
101: Space Pirates, Allies, and Aliens 2. Adventures of Space Cadets 101:
Invasions 3. Adventures of Space Cadets 101: Weddings 4. Adventures of
Space Cadets 101: Back At It on Two Fronts 5. Adventures of Space
Cadets 101: Captain Kirk ... Houston 6. Adventures of Space Cadets 101:
ISIS
Thomas Clayton - Randy J. Harvey 2013
Thomas Clayton Gurley loses his mother, father, and sister to a tragic car
accident when he is only fifteen. With no family to care for him, he's
forced to live with the dreaded "Bastard Boats," his father's half brother.
Boats seems to have a vendetta against young T. C., and it goes back to
T. C.'s parents, although T. C. isn't sure why. In a new town, at a new
school, under a hostile roof, T. C. has to fight to survive. He joins up with
the high school football team just to get out of the house. He makes
friends and begins to experience new things-notably drugs, music, and
girls. All the time, though, Boats is on his back. There's a light at the end
of the tunnel when T. C. is taken in by Buck and Rosie Hagan, a local
foreman and his wife. Even so, T. C. is haunted by the loss of his family
and the oppressive Boats. Something criminal is going down in their tiny
Oklahoma town, and Boats is at the center of it. As T. C. grows into a
man, he begins to realize the danger Boats could bring upon the Hagans
and T. C.'s group of friends. Boats's involvement with a corrupt business
cartel could cost lives, and T. C.-once an innocent-will have to stand
strong to protect the people he has come to love.
Vengeance in Old San Antonio - John D. Kearney 2012-12-07
By the 1880s, Texas was like a snake shedding an old skin and growing a
new one. Struggling to become a modern society, Texas had outgrown its
Wild West heritage and now wished to forget the years of war,
occupation, poverty, and lawlessness. Leaving Austin by train in March
1884, a group of friends find themselves unexpectedly caught up with
others in both lethal conflict and the enchantment of the "Queen City of
Texas," San Antonio. Events surrounding one of the most astounding
killings of the decade form the action for a tale of blood feud, revenge,
civic rivalry, and running gunfights through the plazas and streets.
Together with darker events, however, San Antonio provides fertile
ground for romance. Carriage rides through exotic streets, dinner at
fabulous restaurants, shopping excursions at the San Antonio market,
luxury hotels, the San Antonio River, and haunting buildings from the
Spanish Colonial past create a spell-binding environment that
encourages amorous relationships while forcing profound selfexaminations.
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Knock Until the Dog Barks - D. E. Brobst 2013-07
Two American families find themselves entangled in Puerto Villarta's
Romantic Zone, a symbiotic place where tourists thrive and imbibe in
excellent dining, exciting nightlife, and spectacular sunsets culminating
in moonlit nights. In this scintillating spot, a mother and daughter arrive
for a vacation after a family wedding in Minneapolis. They were told that
the happy couple (son and daughter-in-law) are honeymooning in Aruba.
The daughter rebels against her over-protective mother, wanting to find
fun and frolic in Puerto Vallarta's Romantic Zone. Her brother's college
roommate escaped to Puerto Vallarta to avoid being best man at the
wedding. Adding to the mix, a native waiter becomes enthralled with the
daughter. Lives and secrets unravel, as fathers and sons, mother and
daughter, and a Mexican waiter struggle to find their identities. But
whatever happens, Knock Until the Dog Barks! D. E. Brobst of St. Cloud,
Minnesota is working on his next book, a collection of short stories and
poems written over several years.
Sicarionauts - Anthony J Acosta 2020-08-08
“Sicarionauts” is a fictitious story that revolves around Benecio and his
best friend, Malote. Happy go lucky Sicarios working in the deep
underworld that exists in South Texas. This is the first book in the
‘Sicarionauts’ Series. The most unlikely heroes. Follow the
misadventures of the worst Sicarios ever (according to one observer) as
they inadvertently hijack a rocket only to come face to face with the
world’s most evil terrorists. Who will prevail? Filled with thrills and
excitement, this book is sure to take the reader on an adrenaline’s filled,
keep you on the edge of your seat adventure.
The Dream Team - Donna Underwood 2020-03-23
This is a murder mystery. A story about inmates from prison and juvenile
hall who discover their inner beauty, the power they have to make right
choices and their first glimpse of hope for a better life. The Dream Team
formed with a diverse group of friends, lovers, ex-inmates and
acquaintances. Houston and Wilamina were in-mates at the same time in
Lancers Womens’ Prison. They both had received long sentences for
murder. Mr. Lagunta, an attorney, took on their cases and had the guilty
charges reduced to involuntary manslaughter. Once they were released,
they decided to dedicate themselves to helping others make better
choices and thus the Dream Team was born.
Amigo - Byrd Baylor 1989-05-12
Desperately wanting a pet to love, a boy decides to tame a prairie dog
who has already decided to tame the boy for his own pet.
Epoch - 1914
Conversations with the Capeman - Richard Jacoby 2004
In the neighborhood of Hell’s Kitchen, 1959, a playground confrontation
leaves two white youths bludgeoned to death by a gang of Puerto Rican
kids. Sixteen-year-old Salvador Agron, who wore a red-lined satin cape,
was charged with the murders, though no traces of blood were found on
his dagger. At seventeen, Agron was the youngest person ever to be
sentenced to death in the electric chair. After nearly two years in the
Death House at Sing Sing Prison, a group of prominent citizens,
including Eleanor Roosevelt and the governor of Puerto Rico, convinced
Governor Rockefeller to commute Agron’s sentence to one of life
imprisonment. In 1973 Richard Jacoby began a voluminous, twelve-year
correspondence with Agron. His Conversations with the Capeman is
guaranteed to challenge deeply held notions of crime, punishment, and
redemption. Salvador Agron was released from prison in 1979 and died
in the Bronx in 1986 at the age of forty-two. With a new preface
Out - Wanda Wright 2010-04-22
While Nickki sits in prison facing a life sentence, her family struggles to
survive in the city of Detroit. Grandma Ruth is doing everything she can
to raise the fatherless children and keep her faith and the promise to
raise her grandchildren while their mother is away... Only the Grace of
God can save them. Othello mastermind of the street game has all but
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Wild Rose (The Late Bloomers Series, Book 1) - Betsy Talbot 2015-03-17
New Series! Fall in love with The Late Bloomers, a series about five 40something women who each choose adventure, travel, and love when
they reach a crossroads in life. These seasoned women are ready to take
on the world, starting with Book 1: Wild Rose. About the Book: Rose
Quinn is having a very bad summer. First her 19-year-old daughter left
home to backpack across Europe instead of going to college. Then a
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woman she loved like a mother died of a heart attack, making her feel
like an orphan all over again. And in just a few weeks her best friend will
be moving to New York City. For a single mother who’s always had
someone else to take care of, Rose is finally wondering how to take care
of herself. Handsome Mateo Romero is a transplanted Spaniard running
a restaurant on Lake Como in Italy. A broken heart got him there, but
he’s made a success of it just like he did his architecture business back in
Madrid. One thing he hasn't been successful with is love. When Mateo
hires Rose’s daughter for a summer job and gives her a free place to
stay, Rose immediately suspects the worst. She won't let her daughter
make the same mistake she did at that age, so Rose flies to Italy to
confront Mateo. What Rose finds instead is a secret she didn't suspect
and a challenge to everything she’s ever thought about love and the
illusion of control. Rose’s daughter doesn't need saving, but can Rose
save herself?
Born to Rewild - Manda Kalimian, 2021-09-09
When Manda Kalimian began her mission to help America's wild
horses—through rewilding—to regain their rightful place as a native
species of the open plains, little did she know the challenges ahead
would redefine everything she understood about who she thought she
was. Born to Rewild follows Manda as she joins the struggle to rescue
wild horses from a program fraught with bureaucracy, controversy, and
the potential to erase the legacy of these beautiful creatures from land
that depends on their very existence. With this journey, Manda joins
forces with new friends in the Native American community-all dedicated
to restoring the wild horse to its natural environment through the
process of rewilding. Born to Rewild: Triumphs of a Now Fearless
Woman is an inspirational and passionate story of one woman's
dedication to conservation and the rewilding of America's truly native
wild horses.
Victorious Burgandy - Stephanie Dean 2020-01-30
This is the story of Burgandy Elise Dexter. Burgandy's story is a story
consisting of every emotion. Her story is full of tragedy and trauma but
evolves into a story of unconditional love and faith. Most importantly,
Burgandy's story is the story of a young woman who makes a conscious
choice to no longer be a victim. A young woman who chooses to take a
daring step out of the eye of the storm. A young woman who chooses to
be VICTORIOUS!
The Continent of St. Louis - J. L. Reynolds 2012-03-01
September 23, 2005 Trouble had appeared to be Vince Daviss middle
name. it had seemed like to hardly anything had gone right for him
during his second time around in 2005. He had been a fugitive from
justice after having escaped from a mental institution where he had been
misdiagnosed and treated badly while being wrongfully confined. He had
straightened out that wrong as well as several other trying and
sometimes daunting problems with help from his co-workers and the
backing of the San Diego Police Chief. With the fear of arrest and recommittal to an institution gone from his mind the stage had been set for
him to prove to the world that what he had claimed he had experienced
in 2009 wasnt something he had conjured up in an effort to get attention
and that he wasnt crazy although he was beginning to doubt his own
sanity at times. Then, his entire world collapsed and came tumbling
down around him like a house of cards, which would prove to be more
difficult to dig his way out of than anything that had come before.
I Need to Find Me - Lorraine Gokul 2010-04-01
This book is dedicated to all abused women. Who are trapped in
relationships? Where circumstances tend to overcrowd their judgments?
The emotional trauma is true and is fused in with fiction to give the
reader a gripping story. Trapped in an emotional and physically abused
marriage, Abella has a brief love affair that devastates her further. With
the fear of growing old, and the quest to find herself, she faces
challenges, when her prominent grandfather's sickness leads her to
Spain, a country, which she hurriedly left, twenty- five years ago. She
finds herself in love with her bodyguard Miguel Castillo. The death of her
grandfather, Armando Delgado makes her an heir, which leads to more
pain and suffering as secrets unfold. What caused her mother to leave in
such a hurry? Will the pain and suffering that seems to follow Abella,
evade her or will she find herself? Read! The twist of events that
manipulates the lives of innocent people, causing them lifelong sorrow,
death and heartache dealt by the hand of a powerful and treacherous
man.
Meet Me in Barcelona - Mary Carter 2014-07-26
A surprise trip to Barcelona with her boyfriend, Jake, seems like the
perfect antidote to Grace Sawyer's current woes. The city is dazzling and
unpredictable, but the biggest surprise for Grace is discovering who
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arranged and paid for the vacation. Carrie Ann wasn't just Grace's foster
sister. Clever, pretty, and mercurial, she was her best friend--until
everything went terribly wrong. Now, as she flees an abusive marriage,
Carrie Ann has turned to the one person she hopes will come through for
her. Despite her initial misgivings, Grace wants to help. But then Carrie
Ann and Jake both go missing. Stunned and confused, Grace begins to
realize how much of herself she's kept from Jake--and how much of
Carrie Ann she never understood. Soon Grace is baited into following a
trail of scant clues across Spain, determined to find the truth, even if she
must revisit her troubled past to do it. . . Mary Carter's intriguing novel
delves into the complexities of childhood bonds, the corrosive weight of
guilt and blame, and all the ways we try--and often fail--to truly know the
ones we love. Praise for Mary Carter "A touching novel." --Publishers
Weekly on The Things I Do For You "This is guaranteed to become one of
the books on your shelf that you'll want to read again." --The Free LanceStar on The Pub Across the Pond
Ralph Compton Death of a Bad Man - Marcus Galloway 2008-04-01
In this sharp-shooting Ralph Compton western, a man of honor becomes
an outlaw. Solomon Brakefield tried to play by the rules—and lost. When
the mine Sol worked for was robbed, he went after the robbers himself.
After he brought the money back, he was given no more than a
handshake and a few dollars. Seems like living life on the straight and
narrow just doesn’t pay. So Sol seeks out Nester Quarles, known killer
and train robber, to teach him the tricks of the outlaw’s trade. Quarles
has plenty to teach, but there’s a price to be paid—and the currency is
Sol’s soul. More Than Eight Million Ralph Compton Books In Print!
Cajun Conspiracy Zococa and the Lady - Roy Patterson 2019-09-28
Flamboyant Mexican bandit Zococa and his mute sidekick Tahoka are
hired by Don Pedro Sanchez, the ruler of the mysterious territory of El
Sanchez, to escort a valuable and precious cargo - his daughter - safely
back to him. But what seems a simple and profitable task soon turns out
to be a perilous journey through Apache land. What makes the journey
even more dangerous is the fact that Don Pedro's ruthless sibling is
intent on killing her before she reaches the safety of El Sanchez. It will
take every scrap of the bandit's cunning and courage to achieve their
goal.
The Book of the Knight Zifar - Charles L. Nelson 2021-12-14
The Book of the Knight Zifar (or Cifar), Spain's first novel of chivalry, is
the tale of a virtuous but unfortunate knight who has fallen from grace
and must seek redemption through suffering and good deeds. Because of
a curse that repeatedly deprives him of that most important of knightly
accoutrements—his horse—Zifar and his family must flee their native
India and wander through distant lands seeking to regain their rank and
fortune. A series of mishaps divides the family, and the novel follows
their separate adventures—alternatively heroic, comic, and
miraculous—until at length they are reunited and their honor restored.
The anonymous author of Zifar based his early fourteenth-century novel
on the medieval story of the life of St. Eustacius, but onto this trunk he
grafted a surprising variety of narrative types: Oriental tales of romance
and magic, biblical stories, moralizing fables popular since the Middle
Ages, including several from Aesop, and instructions in the rules of
proper knightly conduct. Humor in the form of puns, jokes, and old
proverbs also runs through the novel. In particular, the foolish/wise
Knave offers a comic contrast to the heroic Knight, whom he must
continually rescue through the application of common sense. Zifar was to
have an important influence on later Spanish literature, and perhaps on
Cervantes' great tale of a knight and his squire, Don Quixote. All those
with an interest in Spanish literature and medieval life will be grateful
for Mr. Nelson's excellent translation, which brings to life this
extraordinary early novel.
Love is a 4 Legged Word - Robert X. Leeds 2000-09
Wonderfully funny and endearing stories about guests and their
ownersat the American Pet Motel in Prairie View, Illinois.
Carmen Ariza - Charles Francis Stocking 1922
Daggers in the Desert - Marcus Guerra 2020-01-16
Daggers in the Desert is a novel of adventure in the life of a simple
Mexican cardboard-box collector (cartonero) and a US Border Patrol
agent on the Rio Grande border of South Texas and Northern Mexico.
Far from the life he had known in Georgia, the agent fights heat, drugs,
coyotes (human smugglers), and himself in the dusty Laredo sector of the
1970s with a 97 percent Hispanic population.
You Will Never Find Me - Robert Wilson 2015-04-07
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A father follows his runaway daughter into a world of crime and
espionage in this thriller by “one of the more sophisticated writers in his
field” (Kirkus Reviews). Amy Boxer, the precocious, frustrated daughter
of kidnap consultant Charles Boxer and DI Mercy Danquah, has decided
on drastic action: She’s leaving home. But Amy can’t just walk out. First
she goads her parents with a challenge: YOU WILL NEVER FIND ME.
Amy’s destination: Madrid. Here, in the strobe lights of bars and
crowded dance clubs, she’s anonymous and untraceable. Except to a
volatile, unpredictable leader in the city’s drug trade, the man known
only as El Osito. Boxer will use his very specific set of skills to retrace
Amy’s quickly vanishing steps. Meanwhile, Detective Inspector Danquah
has her own missing person case in London: the young son of a retired
Russian secret service agent who’s trying to learn who poisoned his
colleague, Alexander Tereshchenko. As the detective begins her search,
a body is found in Madrid. And Amy’s father may be the next target . . .
The Gold Dagger Award–winning author of A Small Death in Lisbon
“demonstrates, as Graham Greene did long ago, that thrillers are the
liveliest, most gripping, most thought-provoking literary enterprises
going today” (Los Angeles Times Book Review). “Few writers—in any
genre—can match Wilson’s depth of character and plot or his evocation
of place.” —The Boston Globe
Hello, My Dearest One! - Daniel Molitor 2018-09-19
Everyone gets them...those annoying and unwanted emails offering once
in a lifetime opportunities for riches, romance, even heavenly favor! Do
you ever wonder what might happen if you actually responded to the
scammers or dream of scamming them right back? In this hilarious
collection of back and forth exchanges, author Daniel Molitor risks the
wrath of the internet gods to string along clueless scammers in ever
more goofy and ridiculous conversations.
You Call Me Roc - George B. Longstreth,MD 2016-09-04
This debut novel by George Longstreth, MD, is based on many true
events centered in Bridgeport, CT, in the 1980's and 90's. It is a fun but
chilling fictional tale in a hospital setting affected by the cocaine
industry.
Halfway to Uncertainty - Anthony Mays 2014-11-14
Dwight Morris and his lifelong friend formed a business partnership that
quickly made them millions. A fishing trip to Miami changed everything
when Colin unwittingly came into possession of Colombian drug cartel
information. Before his untimely death, Colin encoded the information
and embedded it onto company software. Unaware of his friend's actions,
Dwight became snarled in a twist of fate that threatened to ruin his
company unless he followed the instructions of a mysterious benefactor.
Uncertainty thrived as Dwight was directed on a maddening run across
the United States. Having proved his trustworthiness, his supporter
shows herself and they team together to learn what happened to Colin.
But cartel operatives are in hot pursuit and the two soon realize they are
in over their heads. Their luck changes when they enlist the help of an
investigator of the United States Treasury.
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only way out is for him and Clyde to wade deeper into a violent
nightmare of treachery, lies, and murder as black and inescapable as the
La Brea tar pits. It’s a trip Clyde seems more than willing to take . . . and
that Mark discovers is part of the high price for finally getting his name
on the silver screen. From the Hardcover edition.
Hasta Luego, Amigo Mio - Marguerite Zearing 1898
Safe House - Gary Gregor 2022-01-22
An undercover Federal Police Officer. Two Mexican assassins. Australian
hitmen on Harleys. A corrupt federal cop. An eclectic mix of personalities
- all with opposing agendas. Jackson Traynor worked deep undercover as
a senior, trusted member of the Australian arm of an illegal drug
syndicate, overseeing the distribution of tons of illegal drugs imported
into the country from Mexico. Now, Traynor has enough evidence to send
a lot of people to prison for a very long time. But betraying Australia's
most infamous crime family while hiding your true identity was always
going to have consequences. When two of his loved ones are savagely
murdered, the authorities decide that Traynor should be placed in
Witness Protection - in a safe house - somewhere where they will never
find him. When the safe house is compromised, Northern Territory Major
Crime Detectives Russell Foley and Sam Rose are sent from Alice
Springs to escort Traynor to another location, but as the cushy babysitting job becomes the very opposite, they face a desperate battle to
keep their witness safe. But can they stay alive in the process?
You Will Call Me Drog - Sue Cowing 2011-09-01
Parker is a normal sixth grader—or he was normal before the puppet. It’s
just an old hand puppet, sticking out of a garbage can, and even though
Parker’s best friend says leave it, Parker brings the puppet home and
tries it on. Or maybe it tries him on. “You will call me Drog!” the puppet
commands once they’re alone. And now, no matter how hard Parker
tries, he can’t get Drog off his hand. Drog is sarcastic, cruel,
unpredictable, and loud—everything Parker isn’t. Worse yet, no one
believes that Drog—not Parker—is the one saying the outrageous things
that get Parker into trouble. Then Drog starts sharpening his snarky wit
on the most fragile parts of Parker’s life—like his parents’ divorce.
Parker’s shocked, but deep down he agrees with Drog a little. Perhaps
Drog is saying things Parker wants to say after all. Maybe the only way
to get rid of Drog is to truly listen to him.
Forever Amigo - Kelsey Abrams 2019-01-01
Abby’s retired service dog Amigo isn’t doing well, but she doesn’t want
to believe it. When the unthinkable happens, she gives up the thing she
loves most: caring for the ranch’s dogs. Can Abby find a way to move
past her grief and keep Amigo’s memory alive forever?
Aztec Blood - Gary Jennings 2002-08-19
In the colony of New Spain, where the once great Aztec people have
been enslaved, Cristo the Bastard, a boy possessing the blood of both
Aztec and Spanish royalty, follows his destiny to become the founder of a
proud new people.
Me and Bobby McGee - Archie Roy 2015-03-27
Enamored with all things Western, fatherless Wesley grew up on working
in the stockyards on the prairie cleaning corrals and feeding cattle,
dreaming about leaving home for adventure. Hanging onto the details of
stories of a few men from the West who passed through his young life
momentarily, he learns that, to live there, the first thing one must do is
become strong and acquire a gun and a horse. He’s also warned to be
wary of dangerous outlaws. After buying a pistol off of a down-on-his-luck
cowboy traveling through town, young Wesley learns to shoot. The
cowboy invites him to look him up if he ever makes it out to New Mexico,
where he’s widely known. Four years later his mom’s latest beau gets
transferred to Denver, and Wesley joins them eagerly at the opportunity
to see the West. Soon enough he saddles up a horse and tracks down his
friend Bobby McGee, the mysterious cowboy who sold him a pistol as a
thirteen-year-old boy in New Mexico. After their meet-up, Wesley gets
the thrill of his life as he journeys alongside Bobby through northern
New Mexico chasing down a gang of ruthless bandits who stole Bobby’s
cattle and murdered his friends. Along the way he meets a pretty, halfSioux girl, and travels with her and her father, Jeremiah, to the
dangerous, heavily guarded Black Hills of South Dakota in Sioux country
to mine for gold. After finding love and great fortune, Wesley eventually
seems to settle right into his new life. Seemingly a nobody who came
from nowhere, Wesley finds his place, home, and family far away in the
West. But with friends like Bobby McGee around, you never can tell what
adventure you may find yourself in next. Bobby is counting on Wesley’s
sharp shooting and steady nerves to help him in a standoff with a
presumptuous Texan who’s hell bent on taking every rancher’s land in

Blonde Lightning - Terrill Lee Lankford 2005-07-26
In Earthquake Weather, Terrill Lee Lankford mined his own experiences
as a player in the glamorous, ruthless movie business to create a West
Coast noir hailed by T. Jefferson Parker as “part Raymond Chandler and
part Nathanael West.” Now get ready for another thrill ride down the
Boulevard of Broken Dreams–where a wrong turn can lead to a very dead
end. Out of work in The Industry, Mark Hayes decides he’s desperate
enough to hitch his wagon to the dubious star of Clyde McCoy, a harddrinking veteran screenwriter known only too well for being difficult.
Clyde has secured the backing to produce his latest script, a noir homage
called Blonde Lightning. With a popular action star and a sexy up-andcomer on board in the lead roles, he’s cleaning up his act, dusting off his
director’s chair, and is determined to make the picture happen. For
investing the last of his savings into the production, Mark gets the title of
associate producer. However, his real job is on-set troubleshooter–his
duties ranging from keeping a randy old character actor on a short leash
to caring for and feeding some very high-maintenance investors. But the
real trouble starts when a crewmember is nearly electrocuted. Clyde
suspects sabotage, compliments of Mace Thornburg, an industry bottomfeeder with a grudge against nearly everyone in Hollywood, including
Clyde’s martial-arts-actress girlfriend. After she’s almost killed in
another suspicious accident, Clyde and Mark resort to drastic measures
to exact revenge. But when the payback plot takes an unscripted turn,
the deadly drama is suddenly no longer in front of the cameras. Now,
trapped like a pawn in a classic double-cross scenario, Mark realizes the
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the Red River Valley for himself.
The Wide World Magazine - 1922

punch-in-the-mouth story set in a moral no-man's land.
The Shirburnian Catastrophe - Basil Diki 2013
As a polygamous Sherburne-educated ruler, a Scottish music aficionado,
drools over Mimudeh, a sixteen-year old drum-major in a bagpipe school
band, a prophecy given by a royal oracle haunts him. When the
schoolgirl's father, an Opposition MP, moves a controversial motion, the
child vanishes. Her parents consult the same oracle, which triggers a
cyclone as politics, brutality and sexual perversion intersect. The diviner
seems to disclose that the schoolgirl is already deflowered. The fiasco
ropes in army generals and Mimudeh's heartthrob, Archer McLeod, and
everyone is sucked into the eye of the cyclone. Knife-edge drama that
pits absurd realities against popular ideals takes centre-stage, rudely
offering Archer a lifetime opportunity. But is a move at the end a brainy
manoeuvre, a romantic act or a divine solution to a complex equation?
The Shirburnian Catastrophe is a contemporary play in two parts;
Squaring A Circle (Book I) and Square Circle In A Triangle (Book II). This
volume contains both books.

Junkin' - Strat Douthat 2012-09-01
An existential novel set in a dystopian, post-industrial America.
Dia De Los Muertos - Kent Harrington 2018-10-02
"If "American noir" were in the dictionary, you might find Kent
Harrington's picture in place of the definition.” --Amazon Editor Review
Border towns stand like carnival funhouse mirrors, reflecting greed, evil,
and death in both directions. Not many American writers have looked as
deeply into those mirrors as Kent Harrington. DEA Agent Vincent
Calhoun's luck, his suerte, has been golden. He and his crooked judicale
partner are getting rich coyoteing wealthy crooks and refugees into the
U.S. from their posts in Tijuana. Then, on the Day of the Dead, Dia de los
Muertos, a girl gets off a bus, and Calhoun's luck heads south with a
vengeance. A rolling nightmare of gambling debts, kinky sex, dengue
fever, hot lead, and past sins catches up to Vincent Calhoun in a brutal
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